Abstract: Differentiable real function reproducing primes up to a given number N and having differentiable inverse function is constructed. Fortran programmes for computation the direct and inverse functions and their derivatives are developed. The inverse function is compared with the Riemann-Von Mangoldt exact expression for PI(x) through the zeros of Riemann's zeta-function.
Introduction
This article introduces real functions reproducing the values of mutually inverse arithmetic functions p(n) : N → P (prime p(n) with a number n) and p −1 (p) : P → N (number n of the prime p(n)) (see, e.g., [1] ).
Found functions are employed to create subroutines for computation of p(x), dp(x) dx on 1 ≤ x < ∞, and p −1 (x), dp −1 (x) dx on 2 ≤ x < ∞.
These programs can be used for a numeric solution of different problems on the set of primes P , including approximate solution of Diophantine equations on P .
The idea consists in establishing a differentiable function which would include the values of the function p(n) and which would allow a construction of inverse function p −1 (p) by Newton's method [2] . The sought function p(x), 1 ≤ x < ∞, should satisfy the following conditions: a) p(x) should reproduce primes up to a given number; b) there exists a positive derivative dp(x) dx ; c) there exists an inverse function p −1 (x) : [2, ∞) → [1, ∞). As is known, there are no polynomials which can produce all the primes, or primes only. However, this article shows that there exists polynomial splines reproducing primes in series (along with the continuation of the prime series) and satisfying in addition conditions b) and c).
A spline formed by polynomials with integer coefficients will be called arithmetic spline. This article discusses two candidates for arithmetic splines, a cubic one and a parabolic one.
The created splines do not approximate a prime series. Primes are incorporated in the structure of the splines, which ensures that they are exactly reproducible. Such splines lead to explicit soluble systems of linear equations whose coefficients represent arithmetic functions themselves.
The inverse function p −1 (x) constitutes a differentiable analogue of the number theoretic function π(x) (the number of primes not exceeding x).
The function p −1 (x) is comparable to the Riemann's exact expression for π(x) through the zeros of the ζ-function.
Cubic spline
Let us consider the spline: The exact reproducibility of the primes follows from the identity:
At the points of sewing the spline should also obey the identity:
which brings into the spline additional information about the behaviour of the prime series. There exists a unique cubic spline of the kind S cub (x) with the coefficients:
We consider this spline only as almost-arithmetic because the coefficients γ i and δ i in the polynomials c i (x) = α i x 3 + β i x 2 + γ i x + δ i appear for some values of i in the form integer+1/2.
As a condition that the derivative
is positive we have the negative value of the discriminant The inequality d i < 0 leads to the following condition for the prime triplets
where
Condition (3) can be violated in the cases
with ∆ 1 = 2, ∆ 2 = 28.
In the first 1000 primes only the following 5 triplets violate the rule (3) Except for the above triplets of the kind (4) (including twin pairs), condition (3) is violated by triplets of the kind (4) at the following values for ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 :
Despite the cases where condition (3) is violated, spline S cub (x) is convenient for creating subroutines p(x), dp(x) dx and p −1 (x), since the inverse function p −1 (x) exists in the neighborhood of each prime number.
Parabolic spline
Given the following pairs of parabolas
The parabolic spline
solves the problem better than the spline S cub . The spline S quad has the following properties: 1) identities analogous to (1) and (2) are applicable
take a minimal value +1 at the points of internal sewing (which are the points of interpolation of the spline) and maximal values at the points of external sewing, where they coincide with the derivative of the spline S cub .
The positive values of the derivatives show that the spline S quad monotonically increases on the semi-axis [1, ∞) . This means that there exists a function S −1 quad (x), inverse to the function S quad (x), determined on the axis [2, ∞), and thus, the spline S quad fulfills conditions a), b), c). Moreover, the function S
The spline S quad is arithmetic because prime number polynomials
hold integer coefficients (see Table 1 )
which are arithmetic functions of i .
We conjectured that
The spline S quad is an unique arithmetic spline, satisfying conditions a), b) and c). It should be noted here that the basic coefficient a i in the q (l)
i (x) and q (r)
i (x) polynomial coefficients represents a primary arithmetic function -the number of composite numbers within the interval (p(i), p(i + 1))(see [3] ,A046933), which increase the arithmetic value to the spline S quad .
Figures 1, 2 and 3 present a comparison of the splines S cub and S quad . The interval's [428, 432] image (argument to the functions p(x) and dp(x)) contains the first pair of prime triplets (5), which violate the positivity of the derivative S ′ cub (x). Figure 3 shows intervals where no inverse function p −1 (x) for the spline S cub exists. Figure 2 illustrates the properties of the derivatives S 
The derivative of the inverse spline is as follows: The existence of the inverse spline S −1
quad (x) and its derivative on the interval [2, ∞) results from the property 2) and from the inverse function theorem.
About subroutines p(x)
, dp(x) dx , p −1 (x) and dp −1 (x) dx .
Both splines S cub and S quad were employed to create Fortran functions p(x), dp(x) ≡ dp(x) dx , p − (x), p − newt(x) (where p − (x) and p − newt(x) denote p −1 (x)) and dp − (x) ≡ dp −1 (x) dx . For convenience in applications, the functions p(x) and dp(x) have been extended to +∞ by means of the asymptote ( [4] , exercise 9.21)
To obtain primes, two alternative programs have been employed -subroutine eratosthenes(n) and subroutine primes(n). The former does this by generating primes up to a given value n, whereas the latter achieves the result by reading n primes from a given 6 column file primes. In these programs the spline and its derivative are automatically sewed with asymptote (6) and its derivative.
For the purposes of building the inverse function p −1 (x) in the programs p − newt(x) and p − (x), two different approaches have been used.
where several combinations of an initial value y 0 = L(x) and an initial regularizator ε 0 (these combinations can be seen at the beginning of the body of the program p − newt(x)) ensure the construction of the inverse function p −1 (x) on the interval [2, 10 8 ]. The way of setting the initial approximation y 0 within the values
where µ(n) is the Mebius function, f (x) = L(x) (see, e.g., [6] , p. 53-54), was checked. The conclusion is that method (7) and y 0 = L(x) is a good combination. Figure 4 shows the sewing of the function p(x) with asymptote (6). The functions p(x), dp(x), p − newt(x) have been extended over (−∞, −0.5] as odd functions, where on the interval [−0.5, +0.5] a connecting polynomial 8x
3 + x was employed.
The programs p − (x) and dp − (x) are based on the application of the inverse spline S −1 quad and its derivative. In these programs an algorithm has been applied by virtue of which the needed pairs t i (x) and b i (x) are established by approximating ix = ⌊L(x)⌋ (see the beginning of the programmes p − (x) and dp − (x)). It is worth mentioning that this algorithm works in the case where π(x) < L(x), as well as in the case where π(x) > L(x), i.e., the algorithm does not depend on knowing the minimal value of x for which the difference L(x) − π(x) changes sign.
The programs p(x), dp(x), p − newt(x) have been written in Fortran77 and form a program package pp − f 77(−∞, ∞), given in Appendix 1.
The programs p(x), dp(x), p − and dp − (x) have been realized in the Fortran90 with q-precision (32 decimal digits). These programs form the package called pp 6. About applications of the functions p(x) and p −1 (x).
6.1. Based on the functions p(x) and p −1 (x) one can introduce new functions sin(p(x)), cos(p(x)), tan(p(x)), e −p(x) and ln(p(x)), applicable in mathematical physics when the specific character of the non-asymptotic prime number distribution is necessary to be used(see, e.g., [7] and [8] ). In particular, by means of the functions sin(p(x)) and cos(p(x)), now is possible to establish a prime number harmonic analysis.
6.2.The functions p(x) and p −1 (x) have been developed so that the W 3 -system can be solved and the PNSW hypotheses concerning existence of spider webs of primes, formulated in [1] , can be verified.
6.3. Diophantine equations can be solved within the following approximate method: to the Diophantine equation
let us add the equation
or the equation
By solving either system (9, 10) or (9, 11), we can find solutions to (9) as real approximations to the natural or the prime numbers.
The above systems can be solved by methods, working in the case of degeneration of the derivative at solution (see, e.g., [9] ). Figure 5 the inverse function p −1 (x) is compared with the Gauss step-function π(x) and the Riemann-Von Mangoldt continuous step-function π(x) which results from (8) by means of the substitution
In
where {ρ} are the complex zeros of the equation
in the form ρ n = 1 2 + it n , n = 1, 2, . . . , and ζ(s) is Riemann's ζ-function (see, [6] , p. 48). In our case the function π(x) is expressed through p −1 (x) as the formula
Comparing the two ways, the function p −1 (x) proves more convenient for application than the Riemann-Von Mangoldt function π(x); moreover, p(x) and p −1 (x) are applicable just now, not waiting for the final representation of the function π(x) through the zeros ρ n . 
x) (thick line) versus the Riemann-Von Mangoldt step-function π(x) (thin line).
6.5.For purposes of studying the nonasymptotic behaviour of primes, instead of the functions p(x) and p −1 (x), one can resort to the related functions containing explicit expressed hierarchy of a different kind of approximate almost-periods
where p(x) is the asymptote (6), and R(x) is Riemann's simplified formula for π(x) (8) (see the graphs on Fig. 6,7,8 and 9 ).
6.6. Fortran functions p(x) and p −1 (x) are as easily applicable as the intrinsic functions sin(x) and exp(x).
The end of Appendix 1 contains a program called pp − test, which has been used to compute all the tables supporting the graphics in this article. Together with the Dirichlet program (and with the Von Koch program from the end of Application 2), the program pp − test serves as an illustration for applications of the functions p(x) and p −1 (x). Therein is also included a MAPLE worksheet employed to create the graphics in this work. function dp(u) C -infinity < u < infinity; derivative of p(x) implicit real*8(a-h,o-z) common/wn/wn x=u xw=x x=dabs(x) if(x > 0.d0 .and. x <= 0.5d0) then dp = 24.d0*x**2+1.d0; goto 10 endif if(x > 0.5d0 .and. x <= 1.5d0) then dp = 1.d0; goto 10 endif if(x > 1.5d0 .and. x <= wn) then ix=floor(x+0.5d0) xx=dfloat(ix) dp= dsq(ix,x,xx) goto 10 endif if(x > wn) dp= dr(x) 10 if(xw < 0.d0) dp=-dp return end 
derivative of r(t) implicit real*8(a-h,o-z) common/rcorr/rc,drc t1 = dlog(x); t2 = dlog(t1); t3 = t1**2; t4 = t3*t1 t7 = t1-2.D0; t8 = dlog(t7); t18 = t2**2; t21 = t3**2 t35 = -56.D0-4.D0*t2*t4+4.D0*t8*t1+50.D0*t1-13.D0*t3+2.D0*t4-6.D0* &t8*t3-26.D0*t2*t1+4.D0*t18*t1+2.D0*t2*t21+2.D0*t8*t4-1.D0*t18*t3+ &6.D0*t2*t3+28.D0*t2-4.D0*t18-4.D0*t21+2.D0*t21*t1 dr = 0.5D0*t35/t4/t7+drc return end C C C C C subroutine eratosthenes(k) implicit real*8(a-h,o-z) common/protiarithmi/q(10000000) common/rcorr/rc,drc/wn/wn np=0 do n=2,k id=1 isqrtn=dsqrt(dfloat(n)) 1 continue id=id+1 if(n == 2) goto 2 if(mod(n,id) == 0) goto 3 if(id >= isqrtn) goto 2 goto 1 2 np=np+1 q(np)=n 3 continue enddo rc=0.d0 drc=0.d0 wn=np; !rc=dsign(p(wn)-r(wn), q(n)-r(wn)) rc=p(wn)-r(wn) drc=dp(wn)-dr(wn) end C C C C subroutine primes(n) implicit real*8(a-h,o-z) common/protiarithmi/q(10000000) common/rcorr/rc,drc/wn/wn wn=dble(n) open(22, file='primes') do i=1, n/6+1 i1=6*i-5;i2=6*i-4;i3=6*i-3;i4=6*i-2;i5=6*i-1;i6=6*i; read(22, *) q(i1),q(i2),q(i3),q(i4),q(i5),q(i6) enddo rc=0.d0 drc=0.d0 wn=n; !rc=dsign(p(wn)-r(wn), q(n)-r(wn)); rc=p(wn)-r(wn) drc=dp(wn)-dr(wn) end C C C C function p_newt(u) C -infinity < u < infinity implicit real*8(a-h,o-z) parameter(xy0=1.d3,xeps1=58.d3,eps1=3.d0,xeps2=17.d5, & eps2=300,eps3=700.d0, ytol=1.d-11,dytol=1.d-11,ktol=1000) common/rcorr/rc,drc/kk/k/rw/r drcw=drc; drc=0.d0 x=u; xw=x if(x <= -2.d0) x=-x if(x > -2.d0 .and. x < 2.d0) then y=0.d0; eps0=50.d0; goto 20
! initial value of if(xeps1 <= x < xeps2) eps0=eps2 ! initial value of if(xeps2 <= x) eps0=eps3 ! autoregularizator 20 dt0=dp(y); r0=dabs(p(y)-x) ! constant for en=(eps0**2+eps0*dabs(dt0))/r0 ! autoregularizator formula r=0.d0; k=0; small=1.d200 1 k=k+1 yy=y; rr=r; t=p(yy)-x; dt=dp(yy); r=dabs(t) !currant value of eps=0.5d0*(dsqrt(dt**2+4.d0*en*r)-dabs(dt)) !autoregularizator y=yy-t/(dt+eps) ! autoregularized Newtonian iterator dif=dabs(y-yy) dr=dabs(r-rr) if(r >= ytol .and. k <= ktol .and. dr > dytol) then if(dif <= small) then small=dif; ybest=y; rr=r endif goto 1 else if(xw <= -2.d0) then p_newt=-ybest else p_newt= ybest endif endif drc=drcw return end > plot(p,color=black,style=point,symbol=circle,symbolsize=4, scaling=UNCONSTRAINED,axes=boxed); > plot(ap,color=navy,style=point,symbol=circle,symbolsize=4, scaling=UNCONSTRAINED,axes=boxed); > plot(dp,color=maroon,style=point,symbol=circle,symbolsize=4, scaling=UNCONSTRAINED,axes=boxed); > plot(p_,color=red,style=point,symbol=circle,symbolsize=4, scaling=UNCONSTRAINED,axes=boxed); function p(x) ! 1 <= x < infinity implicit real*16(a-h,o-z) common/wn/wn if(x <= 2.q0) then p = x+1.q0; return endif if(x > 2.q0 .and. x <= wn) then ix=floor(x+0.5q0); xx=qfloat(ix); p= sq(ix,x,xx); return endif if(x > wn) then p= r(x); return endif contains function sq(ix,x,xx) ! left-right quadric pair common/protiarithmi/q(10000000) if(x <= xx) then sq=-2.q0*(q(ix)-q(ix-1)-1.q0)*(x-xx)**2+x-xx+q(ix) else sq=2.q0*(q(ix+1)-q(ix)-1.q0)*(x-xx-0.5q0)**2+ & (2.q0*(q(ix+1)-q(ix))-1.q0)*(x-xx-0.5q0)+(q(ix)+q(ix+1))/2.q0 endif end function sq end function p function dp(x) ! 1 <= x < infinity ; derivative of p(x) implicit real*16(a-h,o-z) common/wn/wn if(x <= 2.q0) then dp = 1.q0; return endif if(x > 2.q0 .and. x <= wn) then ix=floor(x+0.5q0); xx=qfloat(ix); dp= dsq(ix,x,xx); return endif if(x > wn) then dp=dr(x); return endif contains function dsq(ix,x,xx) ! derivative of left-right quadrics common /protiarithmi/q(10000000) if(x <= xx) then dsq=-4.q0*(q(ix)-q(ix-1)-1.q0)*(x-xx)+1.q0 else dsq=4.q0*(q(ix+1)-q(ix)-1.q0)*(x-xx-0.5q0)+ & 2.q0*(q(ix+1)-q(ix))-1.q0 endif end function dsq end function dp ! ! ! ! ! ! function p_newt(x) ! 2 <= x < infinity ! inverse function of p(x) based on a Newtonian method implicit real*16(a-h,o-z) parameter(xy0=1.q3,xeps1=58.q3,eps1=3.q0,xeps2=17.q5, & eps2=300.q0,eps3=700.q0,ytol=1.q-22,dytol=1.q-22,ktol=1000) common/rcorr/rc,drc/kk/k drcw=drc; drc=0.q0 if(x > 1.q0) then if(x < xy0) then y=x/qlog(x) else y=qlogintegral(x) endif else y=x endif if(x <= xeps1) eps0=eps1 ! initial value if(xeps1 < x <= xeps2) eps0=eps2 ! initial value if(xeps2 < x) eps0=eps3 ! of feedback regularizator dt0=dp(y); r0=qabs(p(y)-x) ! constant for en=(eps0**2+eps0*qabs(dt0))/r0 !feedback regularizator formula small=1.q2000 r=0.q0 k=0 1 k=k+1; yy=y; rr=r t=p(yy)-x; dt=dp(yy); r=qabs(t) !feedback regularizator eps=0.5q0*(qsqrt(dt**2+4.q0*en*r)-qabs(dt)) !formula of y=yy-t/(dt+eps) ! self-regularized Newtonian iterator dif=qabs(y-yy); dr=qabs(r-rr) if(r >= ytol .and. k <= ktol .and. qlog(t) ))**2-6.q0*qlog(qlog(t))+11.q0)/ & (2.q0*qlog(t)**2)-1.q0)+rc end function r function dr(x) ! derivative of asymptote r(t) implicit real*16(a-h,o-z) common/rcorr/rc,drc t1 = qlog(x); t2 = qlog(t1); t3 = t1**2; t4 = t3*t1 t7 = t1-2.q0; t8 = qlog(t7); t18 = t2**2; t21 = t3**2 t35 = -56.q0-4.q0*t2*t4+4.q0*t8*t1+50.q0*t1-13.q0*t3+ & 2.q0*t4-6.q0*t8*t3-26.q0*t2*t1+4.q0*t18*t1+ & 2.q0*t2*t21+2.q0*t8*t4-1.q0*t18*t3+6.q0*t2*t3+ & 28.q0*t2-4.q0*t18-4.q0*t21+2.q0*t21*t1 dr = 0.5q0*t35/t4/t7+drc end function dr subroutine eratosthenes(k) implicit real*16(a-h,o-z) common/protiarithmi/q(10000000)/rcorr/rc,drc/wn/wn/nn/nn common/ck/vkoch rc=0.q0; drc=0.q0; np=0; vkoch=0.q0 do n=2,k id=1 isqrtn=qsqrt(qfloat(n)) 1 id=id+1 if(n == 2) goto 2 if(mod(n,id) == 0) goto 3 if(id >= isqrtn) goto 2 goto 1 2 np=np+1; q(np)=n 3 continue enddo wn=qfloat(np); nn=np; rc=p(wn)-r(wn); drc=dp(wn)-dr(wn) end subroutine eratosthenes subroutine primes(n) implicit real*16(a-h,o-z) common /protiarithmi/q(10000000)/rcorr/rc,drc/wn/wn/nn/nn common/ck/vkoch rc=0.q0; drc=0.q0; nn=n; wn=qfloat(n); vkoch=0.q0 open(222, file='primes') do i=1, n/6+1 i1=6*i-5;i2=6*i-4;i3=6*i-3;i4=6*i-2;i5=6*i-1;i6=6*i; read(222, *) q(i1),q(i2),q(i3),q(i4),q(i5),q(i6) enddo nn=n; rc=p(wn)-r(wn); drc=dp(wn)-dr(wn) end subroutine primes function qlogintegral(x) implicit real*16(a-h,o-z) parameter(itol=100, small=1.q-20) dli=0.q0; i=0 1 i=i+1; dliw=dli; dm=(qlog(x))**i if(dm > small) then dli=dli+qfloat(factorial(i-1))/dm if(qabs(dliw-dli) > small.and.i <= itol) goto 1 endif qlogintegral=x*dli contains integer recursive function factorial(l) result(lf) integer (4) 
